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If you're looking for more than the typical instrumental album, let Benjamin Warren's In Times Like These

alter your expectations. The album contains more than 50 minutes of fully orchestrated instrumental

selections. 12 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, EASY LISTENING: Mood Music Details: Benjamin

Warren Music Is Music for a Memorable Experience.. melodies that are born from ivory, creative spirit

crafting theme into production, orchestration that delivers music from the heart. "Ben is a talented young

composer with a bright future ahead of him" Colin O'Malley / Emmy-nominated composer. Clients include

Electronic Arts, Universal Studios, CNN, and the recording artist Yanni "You are immediately transported

into the world of beautiful melodies, soaring strings and piano played to perfection. His music speaks to

the soul of the listener with such depth and maturity that one might be surprised to learn how young he is.

I truly enjoy immersing myself in Benjamin's creations" Mike Brassell /composer, Highly Orchestrated

Music, Inc. Clients include Sony, Disney, Digital Juice Inc., recording artists Yanni and Hilary Duff If music

is your escape: surround yourself and let Benjamin Warren take you to that place. Blending soul stirring

piano themes with rhythmic orchestrations, his original compositions will inspire and sooth. While

categorized into the new age instrumental genre, Benjamin Warren adds a driving force to his

compositions that cannot be explained but has universal appeal. All music is composed, arranged,

performed and produced by Benjamin Warren. If you're looking for more than the typical instrumental

album, let Benjamin Warren's In Times Like These alter your expectations. Containing more than 50

minutes of fully orchestrated instrumental selections, Benjamin Warren's compositions blend a 9 ft

Steinway Grand with the uncommon rhythmic flow of 7/8 and 5/4 time signatures. These selections are

accented by acoustic guitar, sectional violins, cellos, woodwinds and percussion. "Music is the theme of

our life" - Benjamin Warren UPDATE: NEW ALBUM HAS BEEN SHIPPED! For the Journey features

Benjamin Warren's evolving piano based themes with orchestration that places the music outside of any

genre. For the Journey is epic in its presentation yet poignant in it's effect; songs that for a brief period,

take you away.
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